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ABSTRACT 

 
The objective of the present study was to estimate general and specific 

combing ability in different crosses of maize genotypes by line × tester analysis 

in two seasons of 2012 under normal and stress water conditions.  In total 

twelve parents including eight lines and four testers; were crossed to produce 

32 F1 hybrids. Parents and their hybrids were evaluated in CRD with three water 

treatments under controlled conditions. Different results were obtained for 

general and specific combining ability studied for yield and its related 

parameters i.e. ear leaf area, number of kernel rows per ear, 100 grain weight, 

biological yield, vegetative dry matter and anthesis-silking interval. General 

combining ability effects indicated that lines DR-187, DR-177, DR-198, DR-194 

and testers Pak Afgoee and EV-6098 had strong potential to be used in 

hybridization program for development of water resistant varieties. While 

specific combining ability results indicated that crosses DR-177 × EV-6098, DR-

198 × EV-1098 and DR-198 × EV-6098 were the hybrids with outstanding 

heterotic performance. The significant estimates of GCA and SCA suggested 

the importance of both additive and non-additive gene actions for expression 

of the traits under study for the selection of parents to be used for the 

development of synthetics and hybrids resistant to water stress conditions in 

Pakistan. 
 

KEYWORDS:  Maize; Zea maize; water stress; tester analysis; general 

combining ability; specific combining ability. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Globally maize is one of the high yielding crops among the cereals. The 
demand for food is increasing owing to rapid increase in population and 
income growth, accompanied by increased urbanization of developing 
countries (37). The rapid development of poultry and animal feed industry in 
Pakistan is also a major reason behind the significant increase in maize 
demand. There are many limiting factors for low yield of maize especially in 
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developing countries like Pakistan; including various kinds of biotic and 
abiotic stresses (2). Water shortage is one of the important abiotic factors 
causing the major reduction in yield of crops (27, 28). This presents a 
challenge for plant breeders to develop new genotypes that are better 
adapted to adverse climatic conditions (Ashraf, 2010). For this, the selection 
of parental lines should be essentially based on general and specific 
combining ability effects (12) providing important genetic information on the 
basis of their hybrids performance (10, 38).The momentous breeding 
programs in maize are estimation of general and specific combining abilities 
of inbred lines, in the first generation (6, 42).  
 
General combing ability estimates of parents provide potential utilization for 
generating superior genotypes (22) while SCA designate deviation of certain 
crosses on the basses of average performance of the parents (Sprague and 
Tatum, 1942; Falconer and Mackey, 1996). The combining ability analysis 
gives an indication of the variance owing to GCA and SCA representing a 
relative measure of additive and non-additive gene actions respectively (11). 
High GCA value either positive or negative indicates that the parental mean 
is superior or inferior to the general mean and gives information about the 
concentration of dominant gene with additive effects whereas SCA gives non-
additive interactions. The frequency of favorable genes increases with best 
combination of high GCA effects and favorable SCA effects in hybrids (26) 
and populations with high frequency of favorable alleles are good source for 
plant selection (39). Low GCA and SCA effects can be improved through 
intra and inter population breeding.  
 
The higher GCA effect indicates that these parental lines may be desirable 
for selection and hybridization programs. The best specific combiner for yield 
and its related traits can be used to produce efficient hybrids. These hybrids 
are expected to produce desirable segregates in the subsequent 
generations. So, these hybrids could be improved through a recombination 
breeding program (16). This study will provide the genetic information for 
selection of various varieties useful for maize breeding under water stress 
conditions in Pakistan. 
 

In the next section materials and methodology is presented followed by 
results and discussion and conclusion in the subsequent sections. 

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 
 

A total 44 genotypes including 32 crosses and 12 parents were sown in the 
polythene bags (45 × 30 cm) filled with mixture of soil (Soil, Silt and organic 
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matter, in equal amount) having (pH 8.2 and EC.0.4) in wire-house of 
Department of Plant Breeding and Genetics, University College of 
Agriculture, University of Sargodha, Pakistan, under three water treatments 
given under. 
 

              Water treatment 1      T1 Eighty percent of field capacity  
   Water treatment 2      T2 Sixty percent of field capacity 
   Water treatment 3      T3 Forty percent of field capacity 

 

All recommended agronomic, cultural and plant protection measures were 
kept uniform for all treatments except irrigation water. For the control of shoot 
fly and borer, insecticide was applied. Following Two Factorial Triplicate 
Randomized Complete Designs; each genotype was sown in three lines per 
replication per treatment in two seasons i.e. March, 2012 and August, 2012. 
Three water treatments were applied following Kirda et al., (24) and Aslam et 
al., (4). The data for the six yield related traits were recorded at appropriate 
time. Ear leaf area (E.L.A) of five randomly selected maize plants was 
measured in cm

2
 by using leaf area meter (ΔT-MK2, England). Number of 

kernel rows (N.K.R) per ear from five randomly selected maize plants per 
treatment was counted and then average was computed. An electronic 
balance (OHAUS-GT 4000, USA) was used to weigh 100-grain weight ((100 
G.wt), biological yield (B.Y) and vegetative dry matter (V.D.M) in grams of the 
five randomly selected maize plants per treatment. Anthesis- Silking Interval 
(A.S.I) was measured through difference between anthesis and silking dates; 
calculated for all the maize genotypes separately.    

 

Biometrical Approaches  
 
The recorded data on maize genotypes were subjected to line × tester 

analysis as outlined by Kempthorne (1957). General and specific combining 
abilities effects were calculated according to the following formulae; 

 

Estimation of GCA Effects 
 

Lines: gi = { ( x.j./tr ) } – ( x…/ 1tr ) } 
 

Testers: gi = { ( x.j..1r) } – (x… / 1tr)} 
 
Estimation of SCA Effects 

 
Si = { ( xij.) / r) – ( xi.. / tr ) – ( x. j. / lr ) + x … / l tr 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
In cereal crops, contribution of flag leaf photosynthesis is 30 to 50 per cent of 
the assimilates for grain filling (35) and initiation of grain filling coincides with 
the onset of senescence, therefore rate of senescence becomes important 
factor for determining grain yield (20, 23, 12). Genotypes capable to sustain 
photosynthesis for a longer time in the ear leaf have a greater tendency to 
yield better as assimilation of photosynthesis is totally dependent on leaf area 
(1, 7) and a sudden water stress diminishes more yield than gradual change 
(34). Water stress at flowering and grain filling stage reduces the number of 
kernel rows per ear and kernel size respectively (13, 22, 40) owing to 
decreased photosynthesis (9) and causes more lose at early stages of grain 
filling than later stages (33). Grain weight is also directly related to yield in 
maize that decreases with amplified water deficiency (8, 29). Biological yield 
(B.Y) and vegetative dry matter (V.D.M) are also the components of yield 
directly related to water use efficiency (7, 36). Kumar et al., (25), Joshi et al., 
(17) and Perez-Velasquez et al., (31), concluded that maize grain yield and 
flowering traits were under the control of non-additive type of gene action i.e. 
(SCA effect). Water stress at reproductive stage of maize, decreases the silk 
growth rate and time of silk opening for the pollination that further extends 
the anthesis-silking interval and decreases the chance of seed development 
(18). Therefore short anthesis-silking interval is a desired trait in maize 
production (5). 
 
Results of genotypes, parents, crosses, parents vs. crosses, lines, testers 
and lines × testers for the six traits, mentioned in materials and methods 
studied under three water treatments in season I and II, are presented in 
Table 1. Genotypes exhibited significant results for all traits under three water 
treatments in both seasons. Parents and crosses showed the significant 
result in both seasons except for parents for A.S.I under T1 and T3 in season 
I. Parents Vs Crosses revealed significant differences for all traits apart from 
100 G. Wt under T1 in both seasons and for A.S.I under T3 in season I and 
for T1, T2 in season II. Lines and Testers exhibited notable deviations among 
the most of the traits under study in both seasons. Significant results were 
revealed for E.L.A and 100 G. Wt under all water treatments except for T1 for 
later in both seasons. For Number of kernel rows (N.K.R) insignificant 
difference was found under T1 in both seasons and T3 in season I. Whereas 
for Lines for B.Y showed significant difference under all three water 
treatments in season I while insignificant in season II. For V.D.M lines 
showed similar behavior in both seasons i.e. significant except for T1 in 
season II  and  for  A.S.I insignificant result was found only under T1 and T3 in 
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season I. Testers had significant results under T1 in both seasons and under 
T2 in season I for Ear leaf area but insignificant for N.K.R under all treatments 
in both seasons except for T2 in season I. Results of 100 G. Wt and V.D.M 
showed the same pattern for Testers in both seasons i.e. significant for T1. 
While for Biological yield and A.S.I testers showed deviation as B.Y was 
significant only under T1, T3 in season I and A.S.I in season II under all 
treatments. Lines × Testers had significant results for all traits in both 
seasons except for A.S.I under T2, T3 in season II. 
 
Results of general combining ability for the lines are presented in Table 2. 
GCA effects of lines and testers showed variable direction and magnitude. 
Line DR-187 had significant positive GCA effects for ear leaf area and 
significant negative for 100 G.wt and B.Y in both the seasons for all water 
treatments. A significant GCA effect was observed for DR-187 for N.K.R only 
under T1 in season I and for V.D.M under T2, T3 and for A.S.I under T3 in 
season II. Line DR-177 depicted significant effects for E.L.A, B.Y and V.D.M 
grown under three treatments in two seasons but negative in season II for 
B.Y and V.D.M except for later under T1. An insignificant GCA effect was 
shown for N.K.R excluding T1 in season I while significant for 100 G.wt 
except for T2 in season II under all three treatments. Whereas a positive 
significant effect was seen for A.S.I under T3 in season I and T1 in season II. 
A positive significant GCA effect was seen for ear leaf area and biological 
yield and insignificant for N.K.R and A.S.I under three water treatments in 
both seasons for Line DR-198. While a significant effect was observed for 
100 G. Wt in season I and V.D.M in season II. DR-194 had insignificant GCA 
effect for E.L.A under T3 (season I), T1 (season II), for N.K.R under T2 
(season I) and for B.Y in T3 (season I). A positive significant GCA effect was 
seen for 100 G. Wt in T3 (season I) and T2, T3 in season II while insignificant 
for V.D.M and A.S.I under T2 and T3 in season II.  Line DR-158 revealed a 
significant but negative for E.L.A and B.Y while insignificant GCA effect for 
N.K.R under all three water treatments in both seasons. For 100 G. Wt an 
insignificant and for A.S.I a significant GCA effect was seen only under T1 in 
both seasons and season I respectively. DR-185 for Ear Leaf Area and 100 
G. Wt had negative significant GCA effect in both seasons but insignificant 
for B.Y in two treatments i.e. T2 and T3 in season II. While; a positive 
significant GCA effects was seen for N.K.R and V.D.M only in T1 (season I) 
and T3 (season II) respectively but a negative for A.S.I. in T3 (season I) and 
T1 (season II). Line DR-189 for E.L.A revealed negative significant GCA 
effect under T1 in both seasons while positive significant in T3 (season II). A 
significant effect was seen for N.K.R. and B.Y under all treatments but 
negative for B.Y in season I.  Under  T1  and  T2 a significant effect was found 
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for 100 G.wt and A.S.I in both seasons but negative for former. For V.D.M a 
negative significant effect was present under T1, T2 in season I and positive 
significant for T2, T3 in season II. A negative significant effect was revealed 
by DR-159 for E.L.A, N.K.R and B.Y under three water treatments except for 
N.K.R under T1 (season I) and B.Y under T3 (season 2). While a positive 
significant effect was observed for 100 G. Wt. under T2, T3 in both seasons. 
In season I this line expressed positive significant result for V.D.M only under 
T2 but in season II under T2 and T3 both. A positive significant effect was 
found for A.S.I in T1, T2 in season I but negative in T1 (season II). 
 

The GCA effects for testers given in Table 3 showed that Pak Afgoee 
expressed a positive significant effect for E.L.A and insignificant for N.K.R. 
under all treatments in both seasons. A similar trend was depicted for 100 
G.wt. as under T1 a positive significant and under T3 a negative significant 
effect was found in both seasons. Results for Biological yield were absolutely 
different in both seasons as significant for season I and insignificant in 
season II. In season I Pak Afgoee showed a positive significant GCA effect 
for V.D.M under all treatments but negative significant under T2, T3 in season 
II. In season I a negative significant effect was seen under treatment T1, T2 
for A.S.I and a positive significant under T1 in season II. Tester Sadaaf 
revealed a negative significant result for E.L.A and B.Y and insignificant for 
N.K.R under all water treatments in both seasons. Whereas a negative 
significant effect was exhibited for 100 G. wt. under T1, T2 in both seasons 
but positive significant effect for V.D.M under T2 and T3 (season I) and T3 
(season II). For the trait A.S.I, a positive significant effect was observed only 
under T3 in season I. Tester Ev-1098 revealed negative significant effect for 
E.L.A except for T2 (season II) but insignificant for N.K.R and V.D.M in both 
seasons. A similar trend was shown for 100 G.wt in both seasons i.e. 
negative significant for T1 while B.Y was negative significant in season I and 
positive significant in season II under all treatments. GCA effect was positive 
significant for A.S.I under T1, T2 in season I and negative significant under T1, 
T3 in season II. Ev-6098 has revealed negative significant GCA effect for T1 
but positive for T3 in season I while insignificant for all treatments in season 
II. Effect of GCA was insignificant for N.K.R and A.S.I but positive significant 
for 100 G.wt and B.Y in both seasons. For V.D.M a negative significant effect 
was found under all water treatments in season I but positive under T2 and 
insignificant under T3 in season II. 
 
Line DR-198 had the highest positive significant GCA effect for biological 
yield and DR-187 for ear leaf area while DR-159 for 100 grain weight and 
vegetative  dry  matter  both.  Among testes  Pak   Afgoee   had   the  highest 
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positive significant GCA effects for all the traits except number of kernel rows 
per ear and anthesis-silking interval. Variations among GCA effects may be 
due to additive, additive × additive and higher order additive interactions 
while SCA effects may be due to non-additive genetic variances (Falconer, 
1960). Positive GCA effect means that a continuous improvement is possible 
through breeding (Golparvar, 2013).   
 
Results of specific combining ability for 32 newly developed crosses are 
presented in Table 4. It is clearly evident that SCA effects varied both in sign 
and magnitude. A positive significant SCA effect was  seen for the cross DR-
194 × EV- 6098 for ear leaf area, cross DR-185 × EV-1098 in season-I and 
DR-198 × EV-6098 in season-II for number of kernel rows per ear and cross 
DR-177 × EV-6098 for 100 grain weight in both the seasons. For  biological 
yield cross DR-194 × Pak Afgoee in season-I and cross DR-158 × Pak 
Afgoee in season- II showed positive SCA effects. cross DR-187 × EV-1098 
in season-I and DR-177 × Pak Afgoee in season-II  for vegetative dry matter, 
cross DR-158 × Sadaaf  in season-I and cross DR-185 × EV-1098 in season-
II had positive and significant SCA effects for anthesis-silking interval  under 
normal water application.    
 
Crosses in which one of the parents had significant GCA indicated the 
presence of additive genetic effects controlling that character. Crosses DR-
177 × EV- 6098, DR-158 × EV-1098, DR-185 × EV-6098 and DR-177 × 
Sadaaf showed high SCA effects for grain yield and its components. For the 
selection of lines as parents, only SCA effects had limited value. Therefore, 
SCA effects are used in combination with parameters like hybrid means and 
GCA of the respective parent. The cross combination with good mean, 
favorable SCA and at least one parent with significant GCA effects, tend to 
increase favorable alleles. Hybrids were evolved through high × high such as 
DR-177 × EV-6098, DR-198 × Pak Afgoee, DR-177 × Sadaaf  and high × low 
like DR-185 × EV-6098, DR-194 × Pak Afgoee, DR-187 × EV-1098 and low × 
low general combiners i.e. DR-158 × EV-1098 for 100 grain weight. It was 
observed that high positive SCA effects were observed in hybrids DR-177 × 
EV-6098 and DR-198 × Pak Afgoee for 100 grain weight in which both the 
parents  had positive GCA effects. Crosses DR-177 × Sadaaf, DR-185 × EV-
6098 and DR-194 × Pak Afgoee for 100 grain weight had high positive GCA 
value at least for one parent. None of the parents had high GCA effects for 
100 grain yield in crosses DR-187 × EV-1098 and DR-158 × EV-1098 which 
indicate that any combination of parents with high or low GCA effects can 
result in high SCA effects. It is clear that hybrid combinations were not 
always due to best GCA effects but  hybrid  means  and GCA effects of  both 
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parents are considered together. Petrovice (1998) also produced positive and 
significant SCA effects from combination of lines with significant positive or 
negative GCA effects. Testers had also revealed significant positive GCA 
effects for 100-grain weight. High means of hybrids with favorable SCA 
effects along with parents having high GCA effects was actually due to high 
concentration of favorable alleles, a good sign for plant breeders. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 
In the present study, genetic variability existed among different maize 
genotypes for the various traits. The discrimination of genetic material under 
normal and water stress conditions on the basis of general combining ability 
effects suggests that lines DR-177, DR-198, DR-194 and testers Pak Afgoee 
and EV-6098 can successfully be recommended for hybridization program in 
future studies and specific combining ability effects indicates that the crosses 
DR-177 × EV-6098, DR-198 × EV-1098 and DR-198 × EV-6098 are the 
hybrids with outstanding heterotic performance. 
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